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• AB 705 conference Follow Up: 
State Chancellor’s Office will not give any feedback in regards to AB 705 self-placement for at 
least the next 2 years. Moreno Valley College- Dropped the co-req English classes; Math 
Department was reluctant in implementing- majority of students placed into college level, but felt 
it should have been a lower level math class (i.e. intermediate algebra) Irvine College- Similar to 
MVC, finding out student are passing the co-req English, but not the actual ENGL 101 course. 
College is having a difficult time of figuring out how to allow students to repeat ENGL 101 but 
not the mandatory co-req that is attached because students have already passed it.  Students are 
having a difficult time adjusting to the placements and added units of the co-req’s to the school 
load. They are feeling stressed, worried about failing, and they want to reduce their course load by 
dropping courses. Question that came up in discussion is if students are under or over self-
reporting their high school grades the self-guided placement. Chrisite mentioned concerns about  
needing the raw data from the Guided Self Placment in order address all of the metrics and 
disaggregation information needed for oAB 705 research and that  
The placement policies will also need to be publicly available. 
 

 
• Englsih 101 Colleague System (Mary & Kaydee): 

Mary and Kaydee discussed how the ENGL 101 course are built in Colleague in which students 
are having trouble with registering for ENGL 101 courses that have a support ENGL 086/087 
attached to it. Kaydee will be looking to update how ENGL 101 courses are being built and will 
follow up with DyAnn Walter district IT for assistance.  

 
• AB 705  Math Department: 

Dr. Vicente has some concerns with regards to how students are being placed in math and would 
like to meet with Yancie and Marco to discuss updating student placement with the Guided Self 
Placment. Vicente noted that students are somewhat underprepared in the transfer level math 
courses as it relates to AB 705. 

 
• Reading Department AB 705: 

Kim discussed wanting the committee to review LBCC website for tips and ideas of what a 
revamp of our matriculation page should look like with regards to content and information 
resources for students.  

 
• ESL AB 705: 

ESL Self-Guided Placements AB705: State said that by January (hopefully) it would define 
guidelines for the ESL placement. State Chancellor will allow schools to use ESL placement 
through June 30, 2020. Not very much guidance from the state in regards to ESL self-guided 
placement so we are moving forward with implementing the CELSA program for ESL students. 
 
 

 
 


